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Gulf
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Top Left: Senior nursing majors Amanda Belt* and Emllle Ball prepare an American Red Croat Hummer with supplies. Top right: The students partake
In a group shot during their phllantroplc trip to the Gull Coast. Bottom: A ruined residential street In Biloxi. Miss.

Nursing students and staff return from humanitarian efforts for Katrina victims
BY SHARON

Scran

NEWS EDITOR

Walking down the streets of Biloxi, Miss. senior nursing major Emilie Ball
saw the devastation of Hurricane Katrina firsthand, just weeks after Gulf Coast
residents had their lives turned upside down.
"You would see blow dryers and blenders in the streets, along with clothing
and sleeping bags in bare trees," Ball said. "A lot of these places experienced a
tidal surge of water. There were wiped out houses and entire casinos dumped
on the shore."
The group returned to Harhsunburg Friday night alter a two-week relief trip
to regions of the Gulf Coast.
Upon arriving at the Red CfOM dephn ment center in Montgomery; Ala on
Sept. 19, participating students and faculty of nursing programs at JMU and
EMU received an orientation and were then separated into groups to attend to
the victims of Hurricane Katrina.
To provide the most effective care, |MU nursing students split into three
small teams traveling to different regions. Service centers providing economic

relief, shelters and mobile medical teams were the focus of the trip for these
students
Ball was part of a mobile medical team in Biloxi and vVaveland, Miss. She
said they rode in Hummers throughout the streets of these ravaged cities, offering supplies and medical care to deserted residents Some «>t the goods they
provided included cleaning agents, drinking water. Catorade and canned bod
"Families would be sitting outside on a table |ust waiting tor us to bring
them their meal for the day." Ball said. When people came up to the trucks and
her mobile medical team had found a spot that needed mslstwcc. Hall laid she
felt they were truly making a difference.
For Ball, people's individual stories and experiences left her with | Listing
impression. "There are a lot of faces that will always be with me." Ball said
"There were so many people left behind, so many people w ho slipped through
the cracks and we really got to see it firsthand."
One of the greatest challenges (or the group was tlieir struggle to LdentUS
with the victims. "At first 1 felt so hopeless; I couldn't really understand. I hadn't
see NURSES page 3

Community Service-Learning
has begun plans for students and
fSfiUlh to travel to the t.ulf Coast
over I hanksgiving to aid the relief
effort in the aftermath of Hurricane
Katnna.
Discussion about the possibility
of a trip began about two weeks
ago, but plans were not made
concrete until last Thursday. Rich
Hams, director of CS-L, said, "CSL really started looking around for
ways we could help." Registration
for the trip begins today and will
end Oct. 7.
As of now the tnp to the Gulf
Coast will begin Nov. 20 and end
NOV, 26, and the tnp will either
be to Mobile, Ala. or to Biloxi,
MlSS
The precise destination
will not be decided until closer to
Thanksgiving, Harris said, partially
because adequate housing is not
currently available in Biloxi, one of
the most damaged areas.
Lorelei Ksbenshade, assistant
director of CS-L, said other issues
that need to be resolved involved
transportation. 'The big challenge
was finding a way to get down
there." Fsbenshade said.
The trip also is being coordinated with the National Relief
Network, an organization which
helps bring volunteers to lederalh
and state-dec I a red disaster aieas t.»
Ddp rebuild norm's and ((immunities. When organizing a trip, the
NRN Will have .it least one representative in the disaster area with
the volunteer group.
Harding ex pressed the ex tensive
damage caused In Katrina after
visiting .i large portion of the Gulf
Coast, saying it could be a five ymt
clean-up and rebuilding effort [fa
still very much in the beginning
stages. Harding said.
Although one of the main goals
of the trip is to provide direct relief
to the affected areas, < SI also has
emphasized the need to plant the
seeds for future service and to
ultimately reflect on the experience
and apply it to the classroom "We're
Irving to make this a real educational
experience/ Hams said.
Ksbenshade
conveyed
the
importance of creating long term
relationships with other rehel
groups and creating ties between
dilterent communities, especially
in cases where extensive relief is
needed.
T6f me I think the thing that is
so important is that as a JMU community, we are traveling to another
community, hopefully making a difference there," Ksbenshade added.

Legislation could change funding criteria d
■v DREW LEPT
srNJOK WRtTZR

has five goal area- with a total of 37 measures that will
judge publicly funded four-year institutions. Two-year
institutions w ill also be graded, but on slightly different

The way by which Virginia schools receive state
funding could change as ear!\ .is next \ ear if a proposed
legislation is passed
JMU spokesman Andv Pernne said the proposed
"Virginia Scorccard" legislation would give schools funding based on how well they meet a senes of criteria.
The State Council of Higher Kducahon for Virginia,
an advisory committee to the governor and General
Assembly, proposed the new "Virginia Scon-card" legislation.
According to the SCHEV Web site, the legislation

criteria
Possible cntena that schools could be judged on are
meeting enrollment demands, having a diverse range
of programs, stimulating econonm development and
engaging in research,
For the time being, much about the legislation is
LitdcfinHa I he criteria on which schools will be rated,
and how much the "scorccard" will affect funding is
uncertain Kven the term "scorccard" may not be used.
I In- is a complex ivsue and it is still so early in the proQttav* Perrine said.

The way Virginia schools are funded w ill not change
until the legislation is voted on by the Virginia General
Assembly.
They will decide within a month when to vote on
tin- legislation.
IVrnne said this Son-card'' legislation could be in
place as e.uU .is next year
1'errine said this new system could definitely help
IMl
'This could be beneficial because JMU has been
pretty good at measuring ability, and how it stands up
to others,' he said.
ser SCORKCARD pagp3
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Edith J. Carrier Arboretum to recieve new on-site facilities
BY CARRIE MUHIFMAN
CONIRIBUTlSil WRITt It

The Edith J. Carrier Arboretum
will be constructing a new building,
including bathroom and classroom
facilities, to improve its quality and
to celebrate its 20th anniversan this
year.
The arboretum
serves
as a
preservation site for the
native
plants of this region and provides sn
ideal environment tor scientific and
educational studies, according to its
Web site.
In addition, the lush and oolofrul

area boasts trails perfect for peaceful walks and offers classes, lectures,
tours and travel programs to the
knowledge-hungrv
David O'Neill, director ot the arboretum said as an outdoor classroom
celebrating its 20th year, a few changes
are lor the better.
The improvements will include a
2,800 square foot arboretum education
center with a classnmm facility,
bathroom, small library and offices.
I heantuipated start date lor the project
is summer 2006, with completion
approximately a year later
"The arboretum needs new facilities

to fulfill its mission, which is to connect people with the natural world,"
O'Neill said. 'The new facilities are
being built to serve JMU and the larger
community with environmental education pnigrams and to provide adequate
reslnxtm facilities."
The project was created and
approved by a building design committee, O'Neill said. The committee
includes arboretum staff and the arboretum advisory council, along with
university officials.
The new facilities, which will make
educational and leisurely adventures
more comfortable, are to be located to

the west of the pond on the tar side of
the service road, O'Neill said.
The arboretum is currently used
as .w\ educational tool by departments
of integrated science and ttchnolog)
Motogi snd <irt
Associate protessor and bead of the
biology department. Louise Temple,
-aid the biology department is looking
forward to having -■ year-round indoor
tacihtv, because the outdoor pavilion
current!) In place can only be used
during warm weather
The new arboretum education
center will be an extension ot these
ongoing programs and classes/' O'Neill

said 1 he arboretum staff will continue
to work with any departments interested
m using the facility."
Despite the construction, little space
will be disturbed.
1 he building is being designed to
minimize impact to the natural areas
and will disrupt as few trees as possible," O'Neill said.
Visitors should not be discouraged
by the construction.
"The arboretum will continue to
be open 365 days a year from dawn to
dusk," O'Neill said. "Ihis project will
improve the quality ot the visitor experience when it is completed.''

Kelly Fisher. Layout Editor
hrer:rgraphus<a,hotmail.com
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A JMU employee reported the then
ol a wooden and metal bar stool with
JMU and the Duke Oog stenciled on
me back Irom PC Dukes on Sept. 27
at 1 06 p.m.

M.-JK4I- Mihilko
Alid* Stetter
|«>*.«* klldill
Any Patcnon
1 iurrn Pack
Kelly Fiihcr
Audrey Korwk
Alan Nrckowlti
Rogci Sornkscn

■

A JMU student reported the theft ol
keys, a driver s license, credit cards.
JAC Card and USB key drive led
unattended on a table in the Health
and Human Services building on
Sept 27 between 8 15 and 10 p.m

Underage Consumption
of Alcohol

MISSION
The Breeze the student-run newspaper ot
James Mattson University, serves student
and (acuity readership by reporting news
involving, tie campus and local communrty
The Bmeze strives to be impartial and lair
in its reporting and firmly believes in its First
Amendment rights

Mailing address:

Three JMU students were charged
with underage consumption of alcohol at Eagle Hal and 1177 Harrison
Street on Sept 28 at 12 47 a m
Number ol drunk m publics since
Aug 29 12
Con-action:
ki tie Sepl 29 neue « rh. Snare, the tjy«ne a tie arMe -JMU Ma 'MM Ngh- read
•By Sharon son" ■ The byline lor tie arMe
should have read'By Corey Gogoin'
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Need some Extra Cash?
$

JAMES ^CHONE
antique

^ jewelry
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^

,j)

Buying
Tiffany & Co., Cartier, Yurman, Hidalgo Jewelry
(high school rings, ect.l ' MUST be 18 w/ two ID's

CUSTOM PRINTED EVERYTHING Check out
Licensed to Print and Embroider JMU Names and Logos
Lowest Prices Guaranteed, We Match or Beat Any Price
Fastest Turn Around Time and Largest Selection of Items
T-shirts, Polos. Sweatshirts. Hats I Search for SOS On GoLook0n.com
Ladies Apparel. Athletic Apparel I JMU's Favorite Online Resource for
Magnets. Pens, Glassware. Cups I Businesses. Events. Menus & Coupons

The
Breeze's
NEW
LOOK
online!

Check out the NEW Kid's program at
Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
Congregation
Using film making/editing
For Info:

110 Watt GricaStTMt
Office PhMt: 442 MM
sos«Ba«ttihetli.s.c

www.
thebreeze
org

Monday Inrlay Sam -bpm
Fvanmgs and Waafcatidi
By Appointment Or Chance

HOX

[E-mail] carol@HUUweb.org
[Web] http://HUUweb.org
[Phone] 540-867-0073
Sundays at 10:30am
4101 Rawley Pike
(4 miles west of Court Square)

new Re\.ea/es>.
NOW AT
PLAN 91

VIRGINIA COALITION 432-0610
THURSDAY 10/6 w/ LAIDBACK
SATURDAY DUMP THE FOLKS & COME PARTY
w/ DCS BEST COVER DANCE BAND
"JUNKFOOD"

Franz Ferdinand
Vou Could Have It
So Much Belter

ALSO OUT - New releases from Nickelback, OAR,, Snoop Dogg. Twista. Simple Plan, Oettones
Beta Band, Broken Social Scene, Atmosphere, Saia Evans. Keith Sweat, a Talking Heads box set
and MORE, plus new DVDs from the Pixies. Black Keys, Beatles, and Cream!

SELL US YOUR OLD MUSIC AND MOVIES!
434-9999
IrMMt MMIITSTItll
In inter Stmnicwn

What A Record
Store Should Be!

WEDNESDAY 10/12 - JOHNNY NAPP
JMU'S OWN COUNTRY STAR
w/ RAIN MARKET
THURSDAY 10/13 - ADELYN ®
w/ FRIENDS WELL BUILT & PEPPER GHOST
WATCH BASEBALL HERE: FOOD/DRINK SPECIALS

wim steals IN cmuuenisvmi WWW.PUaN9MUStC.COM I
wumam USUCWJHIHI

dothepub.com

James Madison University
Sonner Hall • Reception Hall
7:00 pm • Wednesday • October 5 • 2005
5:00 pm • Thursday • October 6 • 2005
WocruitirK) for Wait Disney World' Resort, FL
PRESENTATION ATTEN0ANCI ISHIOUIMID PWIP«»I OMIM Ar

disneycollegeprogram.com
SctXHAAtMi conflict' Visil

(H*

Wet) site lor prpsenLition options

Attend the upcoming Disney College Program presentation and discover how to get your magical edge!
Paid internships are available for all levels. Open to all majors, Freshmen through Seniors.

CAMPUS

Sharon Scttff, bdilin
hreezenfH \\<<< hoimail xow
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Taste of Africa' concludes International Week
■v FAREINE SLAM /
CONTWMfflNG WRlTf.lt
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The Silk Road Dance Company performs "On the Land," one of
the festive dances of "EGYPTA: Myth, Magic and Mystery."

The members of the African
Student Organization presented
JMU with an event that broke stereotypes in the third annual "Taste
of Africa.* The event featured an
Hthiopian dinner, followed by a festive African fashion show.
Blue Nile Restaurant catered
Friday's event with a variety of
Ethiopian platters, which included
himb.isha, a homemade bread made
of honey fenugreek, thyme, and cardamom and ayeb, which is simply
crumbly cottage cheese.
Freshman Senay Gebremedhin,
who was born and raised in Ethiopia,
piled his plate high with dinner "I
expected them to riave siga, a traditional type of Ethiopian beef stew,
but I did like the fact that they had
injen and himbasha," he said.
Throughout the dinner, guests
had a chance to buy items from "Ten
Thousand Villages," a store that sells
handmade items from Africa and all
over the world. Among the selections were jewelry, picture frames,
woven baskets and musical instruments. Guests also saw a slide show,
which depicted cities from all over
Africa that rivaled the sizes of many
metropolitan areas in the United
States. In those African cities were
numerous business, financial and
entertainment districts.
Following dinner, the ASO presented a fashion show displaying
clothing from all over Africa. Plans

for the show started last semester as
many members of the ASO collected
African clothing from their friends
and families.
President of ASO, senior Yvonne
Ngundam said, "We want people to
get away from stereotypes of Afnca
and get a taste of how people there
dress," he said. "It is an important
aspect of our culture."
The host of the event, sophomore
Michael Frempong, led the audience through three scenes in Africa,
starting with a rural African village,
moving onto a clothing shop in the
city, and ending with a celebration
at the royal palace.
Upbeat music played throughout
each of the scenes, and models from
the ASO danced across the stage
wearing clothing that displayed
colorful patterns. The women wore
vibrant blouses, skirts and dresses,
while the men were dressed in elaborate shirts and loose fitting pants.
The ASO did accomplish their
goal, as many members of the audience enjoyed a Taste of Afnca."
For African international students,
the show reminded them of the
culture back home. For others, they
received exposure to an aspect of
African culture that they otherwise
would not know.
"I did not know that Africa was
so exuberant," freshman Rachel
Mars said. "It's inspiring to know
about their music, language and
culture, and the presentation makes
me want to learn more about
Africa."

Seniors
Corey Klsner
and Brooke
Easton fill
their plates
with a variety
of Ethiopian
food provided
by Blue Nile
Restaurant.
The event
was part
of the third
annual Taste
of Africa,
and was the
concluding
event for
International
Week.
MINIM WEJ1HOI1'.mm/urn*phuigniphrr

CAROLYN WALSI.R ., „
"Pyramids," another dance performed by the Silk
Road Dance Company, explored pyramids' origins.

Recycling receives award NURSES: Students face hardships
JMU program gets national recognition
BY COLLEEN SCHORN
SFNIOR WRITER

JMU Recycling Program won an award for
the Best Recycling Program ol the Year at the
annual Virginia Recycling Association conference held last week in Char lottos ville.
Anthony Mancuso of JMU Recycling
received the award Monday on
behalf of the recycling program
and presented an overview of
JMU's recycling program at the
conference.
"We couldn't have won
without the support of the upper
administration," MancuBO said.
The
administration
"supported the intmduction
of 100 percent recycled-content
paper
in
our
puittusmg
procedure," Mancuso slid He
said JMU president Limvond Roland Charles King, vice president of administration
and finance, gave tremendous support
The University of Virginia also hod for first place
with JMU for the award. "U. Va. has an excelk'nt
program and we have worked with them in the past
k) learn hum one another, Mancuso Mid.
The JMU Recycling fYogram began in the
1990s with volunteers from the Earth Club. In
19%, an official program waa rftopgntiw and it
received full-tinu- etnployea
According to ManciiMi, the ret -y cling program
accrues an avenge of $13,000 to $2&000 annually
fmm the salo ol nvvelahle materials. It also saves
from $*UK*Uo $50,000 in Uvs it would have 10

NURSES, from page I

\\\\ il it disposed of the materials at a landfill.
IVI I recycles at a rate of 30 to 35 percent.
|ML Recycling works to ensure as many
matenals as possible are being roused, reduced
or recycled around campus.
The program works to prevent overprinting
of school programs newspapers and phone books
by reporting extra copies to reduce the number
of copies printed. It aLso encourages
the use of electronic sources to prevent overpnnting of dass course
packets.
Over 10 tons of concrete cin^Bk
derblocks are collected after move^H *^L
out and roused throughout the
^■taaar community in buildings, storage
AA 1
r sheds and retaining walls. Items
g ^^
left behind bv students are only
m* t^F
thrown away as a last resort.
^^^^r
|Ml recycling is a service^^
based operation," Mancuso said.
"We OOfled our recycling with
the help of housekeeping directlv from our
uistomers' olfices and recycling areas
Mancuso said since JMU administration
holds the appearance of the campus to the highest ot standards, there are very few trash or recycttiw dumpsters on campus.
We hava hoard the comment so many
turn's that the customers feel so comfortable
knowing their recycling is actually getting
recycled because they see us come to their desk
and pick up their recycling separate from the
trash," Mancuso said. "It is a little more labor
intensive, hut the outcome is a prettier campus
and happier, more confident customers.

gone through what these people had expenenced,'
Ball said. The students were able to leam how to deal
with situations and people although they had not been
directly affected by the storm.
Ball said many health care needs have already been
met "For me as a medical nurse, we were really coming in on the last phase." Now there is a great need for
hard labor to help rebuild homes and social worker, to
help rebuild lives, she added.
Senior nursing major Mary Bikowski returned
to Harrisonburg from Mississippi on Fnday evening
along with the other nursing students. Bikowski spent
much of her trip working in shelters and service centers in Gauuer, Miss.
"People were in need of ears to listen; almost everyone I met wanted to talk," Bikowski said. "Evervone there has their own story and their own things
they went through."
She said the shelters were emotionally draining
and she had the opportunity to get to know the inhabitants on a personal level.

"Forty and 50-year-old men would break down
talking to me, it was a shock to be the person an adult
male would come to; I cried almost everv day I was
there." Bikowksi said. "It was hard to be a lifeline for
a person who lost everything...it's tough even to talk
about. I am not doing it justice even speaking about it"
Although Bikowski dealt with many hardships,
she said her support was much appreciated. "Almost
every single person I served gave me a hug and told
me I made them feel better."
Most importantly, Bikowski said these people can
not be forgotten, especially since many of them are |ust
now beginning to rebuild their lives. "There are speo I
ic instances I will keep with me forever," site added
Merle Mast head of the nursing department, said
she is very proud the group's intimation to drop n
erything fat two weeks to help those victims ol Hurricane K.itnn.i.
Kiev showed willingness to take risstretch themselves in order to learn and help other .
I am very proud of all the students, both those u ho
went and those who supported the effort in main
wavs," Mast said.

SCORECARD: Funding change possible
SCOKECARD.from page 1
President I in wood Rose spoke about the
Eossibility off this new "scorecard" legislation
ping passed at the recent Board of Visitors
meeting. Currently, university presidents are
only involved in the development of the legislation in advisory positions.
If passed, the legislation could change the »,n

VllgUlU idlOOll make budget requests. IVrnne
said I here is nou .1 complex series of steps that
are required in order to make budget requests
< urrently JMU makes its requests tor funding through a group comprised ot students, ■tan'
and faculty, who create a budget proposal, I he\
then take this proposal to .i hoard at |\ll Once
the second board approves the proposal, it goes
to the governor lor re\ iew.
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"MMM...TOASTY!"

Complete Office Gynecology
• birth control planning & morning after

FLEX and all major
credit cards accepted!

•pap smear evaluation & treatments
•complete gynecological exams
• STD tatting

Other Services
• spa products
• acne treatments
• laser hair reduction

i
37 Burgess Rd.
|
near the Harrisonburg | with purchase of any sandwich
Crossing Shopping Center. With this coupon, Exp. 11/20/05
(540)432-1302
One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with

Free Small Soda

mineral make-up by COtOfast lent e •
weight loss/iellulile control •
skin disorder treatments •

"It's Your Life and
It Sure Looks Good!"
Call (540)437-1296

any other offer.

;

1992 Medical Avenue. H.urisonburg, VA 22801
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Debate
8pm*

Oct7and8: 7&10pm

CharT7«»
Oct 15
Oct12and13:7&10pm

Oct 14 and 15:7&1 Opm

international film week
DOWNFALL
Oct 16** and 17
6pm

Oct 17 Oct 18
8&10pm 7&10pm

Oct 19
7&10pm

'
Oct 20
7&10pm
——rj[

Tickets are $2.50 \
Oct 26 and 27:7&1
Movie

Hot Line: 540-568-6723

f. UPB

Box Office opens a
half hour
before showtime

Tickets wi

I)

5D£Kff,"Jl'
Oct 21
7&10

Oct 22
7&10

■Atfv& :>
Oct 28
9pm&12am

" NoT be sold
after the movie starts
£*« so please arrive before
'he showtime

Oct 29
7&10pm
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CROSSWORD

1
strengthen. InvtKoratc calm ... exercise from the Inside out

2

■

3

11

12

15

PILATES & YOGA FUSION
CLASSES
with Suzanne Mctahlll Perrtne.lertltied Instructor

Classes held in downtown llarrisonburg.
New classes beginning the week of October I0,h
540-383-0438

smccahillperrineCyahoo.com

18

29

20

30

33

34

37

38

41

CAO
AVO

C0LA
MINT
MIXED FRUIT nRAMrp
TROPICAL FRUIT r^TT
STRAWBERRY %™fi;
GRAPE rHFRRY
BANANA \V*MCn

PI INCH

0 Y JULIETA

'

bandbtobacco.com

(540) 432-7990

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Celebration Committee
Interest Meeting
Who: Anyone interested in helping
plan programs and events to celebrate the
week!!
When: Mon. Oct 3rd and Tues. Oct. 4th

CO

59

GISPERT
R0MER

CIGAR & PIPE CLUB

Store Hours: Tues - Sat: 11am-7pm
2035-51 East Market Street (Beside Kohl's)

d

51

PADRONARTUROFUENTE
KAunuiN
ASHT0N

CANTELOPE cut
^cSL
UNUI

bo

C0HIBA

7:00pm - 8:00pm
(please attend only one interest meeting)

Where: Moody 107
Questions: contact Dusty Huebner or
Pamela Phayme at the Center for
Multicultural Student Services: X86636
or email huebnedm@jmu.edu or

'.
35
39

ACROSS
I Espionage org.
4 Fool
7 Butterfly-ballot
problem
II Easter entree
13 Last labor.)
14 Depend (onl
15 Culture medium
16 White-wine
aperitif
17 Wheel-base
terminus
18 Wild West show
20 Post-bath
application
22 Puncturing tool
24 Piercing
28 Fastened a seat
belt
32 "- Grows in
Brooklyn"
33 "... with
sugar -7'
34 Obtained
36 Make like a
werewolf
37 Church donation
39 Skills
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5 STAR AppLE
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& B sTOBACCO
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Newest Provider of Premium Cigars
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28
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46
54

55
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61

"

41 Takes the wheel
43 Present decoration
44 Hardly hirsute
46 Swayzc/Moore
movie
50 Goya's "The
Naked -"
53 Curved path
55 Between
assignments
56 PC picture
57 Cistern
58 Snooker, e.g.
59 Quest
60 Type squares
61 Cath.or Prot

DOWN
1 Woodwind insir
2 Shakespeare villain
3 "Diary of Housewife"
4 Diving bird
5 Use a letter opener
6 Knapsack part
7 Become tyrannical
8 Whammy
9 Every last drop
10 Turn red?
12 Win big
19 Hooter
21 Mauna 23 Tripod part
25 Press agent?
26 Salamander
27 Comes together
28 Automatons,
familiarly
29 Monad
30 Give as an example
31 Speck
35 Coca-Cola product
38 Historic period
40 Journal
42 Roofing material
45 It takes a beating

47 Stench
48 - gin ii//
49 Spill the beans
50 Wrong (Pref.)
51 Top card
52 Montana or Namath
54 Eye networ

For today's
answers
check out
www.thebreeze.org

phaymepy@jmu.edu
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ultimate measf a man is not

here he stands in
" moments of convenience, but where he
stands at times of
challenge and con-

Mondays in October
are your chance to discover all the
amazing ways you can
exploreyour world!

troversy."

V*
FULL NEIU UNTIL I AN!! EVERYDAY!

Monday, October 3'
4-5pm International Exchanges (Taylor 404)
5-6pm Semester and Summer in London (Taylor 404)

And don't forget...
Monday, October 10""
4-5pm Service-Learning in the Dominican Republic (Taylor 305)
5-6pm Honors Abroad at Cambridge, Oxford,
and St Andrews Universities (Taylor 305)
Monday. October 17*
4-5pm Semester and Summer in Florence (Taylor 404)

Charlie's Cheeseburgers
and side

$2.50 EVERY TUESDAY!
with purchase of beverage

221 UNIVERSITY BIVD

57H-HAUS

Monday, October 24'"
4-5pm International Internships (Taylor 404)
5-6pm Scholarships (Taylor 404)

Fcr more information, please contact the
Office of International Programs
al x86419. or by e-mail at studyabroad@jmu.edu
You may also visit our web site at
www jmu.edu/intemational

Molly Unto, Edilor
hreezeopmumShotmaileom

OPINION
LOVER OF WOMEN, CONQUERER OF NATIONS
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HOUSE EDITORIAL

Six facts about the DeLay adds fuel to Democrats' fire
liberal professors

From the quotations flying out of the mouth
of former Republican House Majority Leader
Tom DeLay's mouth, you can picture him in the
lobby of a Chicago hotel yelling at Elliot Ness.
Tom "The Hammer" DeLay is again in the
thick of it as he has been accused of criminal
conspiracy charges stemming from allegations
that ne used corporate donations to support
Texas legislative candidates, an act illegal in
his native Texas for the last 100 years.
DeLay defended himself on Fox News Sunday in a Mafioso tone, and went so far as to say
that he will do his job with or without the title
of majority leader. He denies any criminal action and sees the accusations as 'politics at its
sleaziest."
Whether the case has a foundation in truth
or it's just someone shaking DeLay's tree, the
Republican Party is currently under great
strain.
In recent times, the Republican Party is seen
as full of corruption and far out of touch with
the reality of Americans.
Their levees are breaking, to borrow from
recent horrific events that have weakened the
party- The combination of how Katrina was handled and its aftermath, the war effort in Iraq and
now the idea of DeLay Incorporated are showing that the GOPneeds massive retooling if they
want their control to extend.
At the same time, the Democratic Party
should be smart enough to take advantage of
the situation. If they want to gain support, they
need to show a working knowledge of the average person and not simply Monday morning
quarterbacking Republican moves.
America is rattled and has taken on so
much. Partisan bickering and choosing sides
is unavoidable, but the goal of investigation
or finger pointing should be to correct America and strengthen our government to better
serve citizens. People should be rooting for
the United States rather than the GOP or the
Democratic Party.

Bourn MCMAHON
STAFF WRITE*
B.

Robertson and |erry Falwell
did), they have since forsaken
all things Christian, especially
While all may seem peace- Christmas. It saddens DM to
ful at our university, a war is think of a liberal professor s
brewing with an enemy that home on Christmas mornlives among us: The liberal ing, when the children, full of
professor. Every day, these hope and joy. run downstairs
cauldrons of liberal thought to tmd an illuminated porquietly walk among us con- trait of Senator Ted Kennedy
taminating our minds with (Democrat from Mass.n hu
visions of a gun-less, sex- setts), to whom all liberal procrazed society that pledges fessors pray every night. The
allegiance to Michael Moore children's hopes of receiving a
and would rather save an owl bicycle or BB gun are dashed
than a working man's job. (and their Christmases ruined)
You as Dick and Jane Univer- when their supposedly lovsity Student should know the ing parents hand them each a
iruth about the professors that copy of Al Franken's Lies and
are instructing your classes, the Lying Liars who Tell Them.
grading your homework and Yes Virginia, there is a Santa
guiding you through the tem- Claus, and thankfully for us,
pest of collegiate life. These he votes Republican.
sin facts about liberal profesFact: Most liberal professors have been culled from sors are witches or warlocks.
a number of sources, most It is a proven fact that most libnotably afternoon talk radio, eral professors either are born
Fox News and Mallard Fill- into witchcraft or convert to
more cartoons.
the dark arts upon achieving a
Fact: All liberal pfofcMOfl terminal degree. A percentage
are incapable of teaching. This of liberal professors, however,
truism is the most frighten- do not practice witchery, so
ing of all, as thousands upon here is a nandy test to discover
thousands of liberal professors the truth, taken from a recent
haunt the hallowed halls of broadcast of the "O'Reilly Facour colleges and universities tor": If you throw your profesunfit to teach. Doctors from sor into a well and they float,
Bob [ones UniversiU (note
then they're a witch, if not.
these were not medical doc- they'll sink to the bottom.
tors, mind you, but doctors of
Fact: George Lucas based
another persuasion, possibly "Star Wars" on his experience
political science) state that with a liberal sociology prothe disorder manifests itself fessor. While attending ( S(
during graduate school and George Lucas clashed with
causes the professor to turn a liberal sociology professor
from a scholarly instructor to who tried not only to InftCl
a raving mouthpiece of the Lucas with his radical ideolliberal propaganda machine, ogy, but also to convert Lucas
and Doctors state that the to Ted-Kennedyism. Lucas recondition can only be treated sponded by writing his epic
through the aggressive pre- Star Wars trilogy, featuring a
scription of Rush Limbaugh strong-willed doer of evil (the
and "Hannity and Colmes." professor) trying to turn an
If this treatment is unsuccess- idealistic young man (Lucas)
ful, it is recommended that the to the dark side (liberalism).
Erofessor be removed from Note well that Darth Vader
is/her post and "relocated" has a breathing problem,
to an academic "resort" in firobablv indicative of past ilNorthern Russia.
icit drug use.
Fact: All liberal professors
Now, good reader, you
are vegetarians. Vegetarian- cannot stand by idle and alism, i plague on hard-working low these bad apples to ilisI attic ranchers even v* Kccc, agrce with our president and
began in the mid-l%0s fueled not support our troops. While
by the efforts of a few influ- some of us are fighting the
ential L'C Berkley professors. good fight (most notably the
In her upcoming book, Ann College Republicans and the
Coulter asserts that the di- esteemed Madison Review), the
<'l.u\ lombmation of hummus, cause still needs strong-bodied
soy milk and celery gives lib- men and women to take up the
eral professors their strength, standard against those who
much as Earth's yellow sun support labor unions and envigives Superman his special ronmentalists, join the cause,
powers. Conversely, steak and and together, we will ensure
chicken sandwiches, while be- that their liberal ideas never
ing extremely delicious, are make it out of their mouths.
like kryptonite to liberal pro- lust as our founding fathers
fessors, robbing them of tneir would have wanted.
strength.
Hobby McMahon is a senior
Fact: All liberal professors political science major, and rechate Christmas. Wnile some ommends spending at least six
liberal professors began their hours milk Bill O'Reilly each
lives as Christians (just as day, either in book, radio or telewise and tolerant men like Pat vision form.

KI-.llVPHK-.RM)Ni,ni.»oniif

f.'-mfli/ darts and pas In hrrr^dp<9hu0naiLcum.
Dart* «* Pals are utntnined anonsmnush and printed an a space-a\ailabU basis
Submissions are bated upon one person \ opmum of a torn situation, person or
tsrm and do not necessarily reflect the truth
A "\\ rK-rv-luvt^you-bivn-for-the-last-oaitury?'' dart to our cable
rm Aider tor thinking thai "The Drew Carev Show" or some sci-fi movie amid possibly be more important than the Yankees/ Red Sox game.
from a group of Red Sox and Yankees fans ivhofor the first time in
their liivs have found someone to team up together against.
A "pli-jsc CiKi-kt-i'p-the-wind-blowing" pat to the girl
whovt' ^kiri <-.>mpletelv blew up in front of UREC yesterday
You made mv life.
From a man who loirs the pouvr wind lias

ADVERTISE WITH THE BREEZE

A "way-to-celebrate-your-inner-child" pat to the group on
the Quad who made a pile of leaves, jumped in the pile and then
had a leaf fight.
From a junior girl who thinks it's great that even though you are in
college, you still take time to have fun.

An "l'm-so-excited-1-could-hump-you" pat to JMU for putting a Starbucks on our campus
From <m a Mat* fun** whoknaa where all her Dmmg Dollars and
III \ .fill he going and uvuld he lost without those fabulous drinks.

A "your-signal-was-crappy" dart to the girl who flushed her
flip phone down a commode.
From a maintenance worker who thought he'd seen just about everything before — and now knows he hasn't.

Ginger SNAPP House

Olde Town Centre in McGaheysville
(across from the Fire Department)

FREE
Practice Test!
MCAT

DAT

Take a free practice test with Kaplan and
find out how you'll score before Test Day!
James Madison University
Saturday, October 15
Sponsored by Oie College of Graduate end
Professional Programs
C»ll or vHM us online today to register!

KAPLAN
Test Prep and Admissions

Have you gotten
your Flu Shot?

Handmade Jewelery, Handwoven Baskets,
Cuddly Toys, Handcrafted Violens, Quilts,
Clocks, Local Artwork
& our Gingersnap Cookies.
Live demonstrations on Saturdays!

GRE

A "way-to-be-independent" dart to all the girls that feel the
need to send a pat out to every guy that helps them out.
From two IMU girls who appreciate the kindness of the fMU male
student body, but don't feel the need to glorify it.

A "gat-OUt-of-the-way* dart to the girls who walk with linked
arms up the walkways.
From a senior girl who is fed up with you taking up the whole sidewalk - if you get pushed out of the way, don't soy anything to me.

A Virginia Artisans Cooperative

DONT BE A SMALL FRY FOREVER:

A "get-yourself-a-room" dart to the guy at the library who
goes in lesbian chat rooms.
From a disgruntled student who is tired of seeing the same guy using a perfectly good computer and littering it with porn.

540-289-7008
Open Tues.-Sat. 10am-6pm

«>

Va-a atBr<utta/

No Appointment
Necessary

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon-Fri: 9am-8pm Sat: I (lam 1pm

Sun: lpm-6pm 540-432-9996
755-A Cantrell Ave. Next to Hardee's

Mulberry Hills Pumpkin Patch

^y

—•Trie Exception booth
under the tent
on Godwin Field
October 8
9 a.m. till Game Time

1 O Varieties to chose from
All shapes, colors and sizes

Pre-plcked or pick your own

Specials:
FREE Vera Bradly
FREE Vera Bradly
credit card case or cell phone cover
w/ $50 purchase
w/ $75 purchase

Straw. Mums & Gourds
also available
Directions:
from Harrlsonburg-lake Port Republic Rd.
east toCroas Keep Rd mm rlfht al stoplight.
It Is 4.2 miles on the right Look for signs!

Open Sun Up to Sun Down
7 days a week 234 9408
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War not to be forgotten with time
BY TRAVIS CLARK
CONTRIBUTING WRITZR

Every day we hear about it
and every day we have to deal
with it — unless we choose to
ignore it. By this point I'm sure
a lot of Americans have. But the
war in Iraq should still be a huge
issue here. Ifs been covered
again and again, but it is something we still need to face. We
need answers from this administration, one that I would love
nothing more than to support,
but am having a lot more trouble
nowadays. The media covered it
with vigorous energy during the
initial invasions, but since it is
no longer sensational they have
since left. All that is focused on
now are the people who are in
protest of it. I almost would say
that I am in line to join that bandwagon.
I remember it pretty dearly.
It was the last semester of mv senior year of high school when we
invaded. I was a mild supporter
of it at the time Searching for the
"weapons of mass destruction"
that we were told most definitely
existed seemed like a logical thing.
After all, I wouldn't want anyone
who detested us as much as Saddam to posses biological or nuclear weapons. But that is all old
news, as we saw how successful
that search was. Over the past two

years, daily reports have come in
about this group of Marines dying here, or these Army soldiers
being attacked there. And ifs absolutely tragic. I will agree on the
removal of Saddam Hussein. That
was a necessity in this world, as he
could have been one of the biggest
threats that our country may nave
had to face, had we not made an
effort to remove him. Who knows,
things may have been different in
the pre-Worid War II era if someone had woken up and taken out
the head of Nazi Germany. But
that's neither here nor there.
This summer really got me
thinking, reading nearly everv
day about some sort of skirmish
or suicide bomber wreaking more
havoc against our troops. Are we
over there for the right reasons?
Every single American has the
right to question our administration if our motives were just
when the decision was made to
invade Iraq. War itself is a terrible
thing and should be a last resort,
something that we should do
only if it is absolutely necessary.
It is impossible to know if there
could be more than meets the eye
on our motives for war. and I am
not an extremist by any means.
In "Fahrenheit 9/11," Michael
Moore rode the extremes, accusing the Bush administrations of
things that are quite preposterous in my opinion But that is just

one man's opinion, and one of
the best things about our country
is that we can express our ideas,
thoughts, feelings and beliefs in
a free manner. Hopefully in Iraq
they can now do that too.
This subject has been scrutinized over and over again, but
the main thing here is we should
not forget. We should not forget
that we are still at war, though
it is not the kind of war we are
used to seeing. Wc should not
forget about our troops, giving
their time, energy, and in some
cases their lives, following orders that should be (ust and true
It is our duty as US. citizens to
make sure that these men and
women serving over in Iraq are
there for the right reasons. Because if we feel like our elected
officials aren't doing a good
|ob. our job is to make sure they
leave office as quickly as possible. Sometimes I even forget the
gravity of this situation and am
wribng this to remind myself, as
well as others, that somewhere,
in .i Grange land, a U.S. soldier is
serving for your country. So take
time and remember them; appreciate them as best as you can. For
they are accomplishing deeds
that are both courageous and heroic, in far-off lands, something I
don't know if I could do.
Travis Clark is a junior Englisti
major.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Anti-abortion inappropriate

Abortion an individual decision

The anb-abortion display outside Showker on
Friday was yet another disgusting and inappropnate attempt by anti-choice radicals to warp the issue of abortion nghts. Companng the Holocaust to
abortion is simply not acceptable. As a Jew and a
pro-choice activist with VOX; Voices for Planned
Parenthood on campus, I was literally sick to my
stomach by the gall of these people to use the tragedy of the Holocaust as a platform for their radical
protest. Reproductive rights are personal choices
that should be made between a woman, her doctor and her family, not complete strangers waving signs and offensive pamphlets. JMU students
should be furious that extremists are allowed to
degrade the reputation of our campus by distributing such hateful material; some of the participants weren't even students! As forward-thinking
members of the JMU community, we cannot allow
ourselves to be swayed by radicals who use scare
techniques to argue their one-sided point Reproductive rights are human rights. Women everywhere deserve nothing less.

I was outraged at the disrespect of Friday's prolife demonstrators towards passersby who were unable to ignore the gigantic posters of blood-soaked
and dismembered aborted fetuses without significant effort. Today we consider freedom of nwdl
our inviolable birthnght but often forget th.it th«'
flipside of freedom is responsibility. If we expect the
right to free expression, we have a responsibility to
respect other's liberties. Can we claim to value irecdom when we push demonstration to such abdominal extents that human decency is compromised?
Thedemonstratorsadopted visually abusive tactics violating the limits of creative persuasion. What
should we think of the intentions of people claiming
to value life who force-feed the public with violent,
nauseating images evoking violent reactions? Consider the scandal if pornography supporters vttttad
campus with sigas displaying pornographic acts or
anti-war demonstrators with photographs of mangled fallen soldiers. The methods are analogous.
Most disconcerting was the young boy «ith
the group who was exposed to these images that
rivaled the gore of slasher thrillers. For a group
that prizes the life of the unborn child, I was horrified by their failure to protect the interests of an
already born one. How come a child, who possibly
doesn't even understand where babies come from,
must witness such traumatic images?
In activism we often cite the children, our future, as our hope for a better world. But what future do we have when our agendas become so selfserving that we mdoctnnate children with visu.il
violence, disrespect and fear? As believers in anv
cause we have the responsibility to be an example
of the freedoms we value, for our own good and
for the future, and to remember that although the
First Amendment is too valuable to be trampled, so
is the welfare of others

Sarah Fnedfeld, junior
international affairs major
Article anti-feminist
Why is it that about once a month I open The Breeze
to find an article that is blatantly degrading women
when 61 percent of the students are women? I'm getting sick and tired of seeing the majority of campus
slammed by the wnter du jour. The article asks: "What
countries are going to respect the United States coming
from the mouth of a woman?" 1 have just the answer.
Canada, Nicaragua, Ecuador. Rwanda, Burundi, Sn
Lanka, Bangladesh, the Philippines, Iceland, Ireland,
Creat Bntain, France, Netherlands, San Manno, Denmark, Norway, Poland, Lithuania, Turkey and Pakistan, who have all had female leaders
It was mentioned that "men are criticized for
being incompetent or ignorant when they make
a mistake while a woman would be criticized for
her gender which she can't change." Female executives and politicians hear this all the tame! What
makes you think someone running our country
will be crying at night because someone insulted
her for being a woman? Hopefully the presidents of
our country are too busy worrying about your MKI.II
security to pay attention to the latest press insult.
It was also mentioned that 'ConuTiander-uvChief'
needs a little more "sexing up," which is the problem in
the first place! Men in this country view women as sex
objects, which is the whole reason ifs been difficult for
women to succeed. You won't watch the show unless
there is a piomisemius teenage daughter on it? Cbngratulabons fiir being part of the problem, not the solution.
Networks are trying to entertain, not educate
and enlighten but the more media coverage there
is about pro-women issues the sooner this country
will accept women as equals and write fewer sexist
articles in school newspapers.
Helen McKisson. senior
psychology major

Text2Win
Text "JM" to 22
and you could WIN:
• Concert Tickets and a meet
and greet with Howie
>

Visit the Verizon Wireless
Street Team:
• Play a Howie Day True
Tone to WIN a Front
Row Ticket Upgrade

i

Erin Jaworski, senior
English/religion major

Editorial policies
Responses to alt arti< les .ind opinions published in
The Breeze are welcome and encouraged. Letters
should be no longer than 2 SO words, must include .i
phone number for verification and can be e-mailed
to breozi-opinron "ixMm.ul com or mailed to MSC
6805 Gl, Anthony-Seeger Hall. Hamsonhurg, VA
22807. The Breeze reserves the right to edit all
submissions for length or grammatical style.
The house editorial reflects the opinion ol the editun.i!
hoard as a whole, and is not necessarily the opinion oi
any individual stall member ol The Breeze.
tditotial Board:
Nathan Chiantella, editor m c 'i»'f
Kristen Green, managing editor
Molly little, opinion eiiilm
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect
the opinion ol the newspaper, this stall, or
lames Madison UniveiMt\

WILSON HALL OCT. 5TH 8PM, DDDRS

@

7PM

WWW.HOWIEDAYCDNCERTS.CDM
PLEASE NO BACKPACKS

@

THIS SOLD OUT EVENT

SPORTS

Matthew Stoss. Editor
Mcagan Mihalko, Assistant Editor
breeztsports(o hotmail.com
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Madison batters Rams at home
iY

JAMES IK VMS
SHOOK whirrs

After sconng four goals in its last
three games, the JMU field hi*ie\
team's offense needed a shot in the arm.
Sunday afternoon, the Dukes got it.
JMU scored three goals over an 11 minute stretch in the second half and
coasted to a 4-0 win over Virgina Commonwealth University to improve
to 6-5 overall and even its conference
record at 1-1.
"If s important to get us up in the
standings," JMU senior goalkeeper
Lori Arnico said. "But we didn't )ust
want to win today — we wanted to
win big to send a message to the rest
of the conference that we're a threat."
Arruco and the IXikes sent that

message with a balanced i"
attack. Freshman midfielder Ashley
Walls opened the sawing 632 into the
gam with her sixth goal of the season,
giving the Dukes an early 1-0 kwd.
"It's huge to score early." JMU
aiach Antoinette Lucas said "You don't
want hi get behind
against a team like Cja|#4
VCU. Cutting that J"""
first goal put them HOCKey

""^^^ Sunday
th.it U) lead inh» VCU
0
halftime and if the JMU
4
first goal had the
Rams playing on their heels, the three
goals in the second half knocked them
off their feet. Sophomore midfirlder
Mallorv t ounihan's third goal of the

season gave the Dukes a 2-0 advantage
12 minutes into the second half.
Junior midfielder Bail lie Versfeld
tacked on another goal less than three
minutes later. Versfeld's goal came off
a penalty corner by Walls which was
re-directed by Lauren Stefaniak. Versfeld's one-timer skipped into the goal
iugi\ethcDukesa34lead.
"She's money in the bank," Lucas
said of Versfeld. "We really picked up
steam as we went along."
Freshman
midfielder
l^uren
WalLs rounded init the sconng with
her fourth goal of the season. Arruco
and sophomore Merel Broekhui/en
combined on the shutout
"It always feeLs good to have a
big offensive day," Versfeld said. 'The
shutout is |ast as good."

Dukes
have two
of a kind

1 <

v' 7

Bishop, Meza
go way back for
women's golf

1 (*»

RAISA I SON i-fwifnAuriftj; photographer

1

JMU stayed a game above .500 by beating VCU.

Wounded Pride

JMU tames
Hofstra inA-10
opener Saturday
BY MCAGAN MIHALKO
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. — The JMU
football team was angry.
After its loss earlier this season, the Dukes have had something to prove, and they showed
that in their 42-10 route of Hofstra University Saturday in Hempstead, N.Y.
"We needed to prove we
could beat someone," |MU coach
Mickey Matthews said. "Our kids
played mad today."
After their loss to Coastal
Carolina University Sept. 10,
the Dukes have been looking to
prove that they are legitimate
and can defeat decent football
programs.
While the Dukes easily handed losses to Lock Haven University and Delaware State University,
trie first time they were challenged
was in their
first
aw n
game
at
Coastal. They Saturday
came
up JMU
42
short-handed Hofstra
10
and ever since,
they have been out to prove that
they are ready to play and win.
The Dukes did play mad, but
as it has been the case throughout
the season thus far, they got off to
a slow start in the first half.
With 4:51 left in the first
quarter, junior quarterback Justin Rascati dropped back in a
play-action and lofted a 37-yard
touchdown pass to sophomore
wide receiver L.C. Baker. Junior
kicker David Rabil tacked on the
extra point in his first game ot the
season.
That would be the only
touchdown JMU scored in the
first half. Madison had a chance
to go up 10-0 when senior tail
back Raymond Hines broke free
for a 66-yard run. However, JMU
was again haunted by kicking
problems when Rabil missed a
30-yard field-goal attempt with
six minutes and 36 seconds left in

Football

\M^ CAM HMlS/AtiJMU's Alvln Banks does his best Superman Impression In the Dukes' conference win over Hofstra Saturday afternoon.
the halt
Hotstra answered JMl '■
first-quarter touchdown when
luarteiback Anton Cbrkaon
rew .i 4 \ ard pass to running
back lerr> ( renshaw with 3:02
left in the half.
With lh MTtmds left before halftime, |MU found itselt in trouble and turned to
their defense to make .i fetmd
Senior comerback Clint Kent
made one of the most important plays of the game when he
intercepted a t larks.ui pass in
the end /one
That interception was the

E

bluest play. Matthews said. In
addition to being a huge play
for the Dukes, it was Kent's
11th career interception, tying
him for second place on JMU's
all-time interception list.
Kent's interception gave
the Dukes just what thev needed — some inspiration. They
came back in the second half to
score 32 more points and held
Hotstra to one field goal.
[MU amassed 337 yards on
total offense in the second half
alone and held the Pride to H2
offensive vards.
It only took one minute

and 10 seconds of playing in
the second half for JMU to get
going. Senior running back
Maurice Fenner broke free lot
a 66-yard touchdown run that
put the Dukes up 14-7.
However, it was within
the next two minutes that the
Pukes urn-able to secure their
lead. Junior lineba.ker Akeeni
f«rdan tipped a ( larkson pas-,
on Hofstra's own 33 vard-line.
Ihe ball fell nght into senior
detensue tackle Chuck Suppon's hands, who returned the
interception tor his first touchdown.

\r

Madison goes for the hat trick
Dukes score
three goals to
beat Towson
The JMU women's soccer
team got goals from three different players to lift the Dukes
over Towson University Friday afternoon at JMU Soccer
Complex.
The win puts Madison at
6-4-0 overall and evens its
mark in the Colonial Athletic
Association at
,

l-i-o

from freshman midfielder len
Maykoski.
The goal turned out to be
Argy's 14th-career game winner, which is a (Ml school
record. Previously, she had
shared the record with Jamie
Dvkes(1991-'94).
Argy's goal also brings
her career total to 28, which
moves he

which Women's

is good for a e-.
four-way
tie ^0CC6r
for
second Sunday
place that meludes
JMU, Towson
George Mason JMU
University, the
College of William & Marv
and the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington.
Towson falls 5-3-1 overall,
but remains winless inside the
CAA at 0-2-0.
The Dukes got started in
the 16th minute when senior
forward Kim Argy scored
after the ball rebounded of
Towson's keeper after sh.it

lead to two in the 23rd minute, when she scored on a 20yard shot after stealing the
ball from TOWSOfl defender.
To open the second half,
the I Hikes extended their lead
to the final margin ot vutorv
when senior midfielder karlv
Skladany pushed a header
into the back of the net two
minutes after the intermission.
Skladany scored after senior midfielder Kmilv Baskin

Kiley Bishop and Diana
Meza, two juniors on the women's golf team, have developed
a unique friendship despite
competing against each other
for tournament spots since
freshman year.
"We are very different, but
I think that's why we are good
friends," Bishop said.
According to Meza, Bishop
is the outgoing one, while she is
the quieter. Bishop is often dragging Meza out, while Meza lets
her roommate know when to be
more reserved.
Meza has only been in the
I nited States about four years,
coming
from
her
home country of Colombia. She
has
been
golfing
ever since
she
was
10
years
old
with
her
older m^op
brother.
Meza's decision to come to Uie
United States and play golf in
high school for a year paid off.
She won regionals, districts and
states that year.
"I never won any big tournaments until I came [to the
United Slates]," Meza said.
Bishop started when she was
five, but had to gn>w to like the
sport. She made the high school
team her freshman year, but was
more of a swimmer. She gave up
swimming as a nsing junior to
focus on golf after Gill Fitzhugh,
a new golf coach at the school,
came in and made her realize
her potential.
Meza and Bishop first met
on Oct. 13, 2002 in Lynchburg
during the first-ever girls' Virginia high school state golf tournament as seniors, but as opponents rather than friends.
"We played together the last
day and ended up tying and had
to go into
a playoff,"
BamOO
M e /1
said, "She
wen."
Thus,
the friendly
but intense
rivalry began.
Both
girls went
to JMU at Me*a
different bmes the following November for their recruiting trips.
When Bishop went back to JMU
in May 2003, she found out from
her coach that one other freshman
made the team — Meza.
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Goals
JMU —Kim Argy
JMU — Karly Skladany
JMU — Laura Hertz
Saves
TOW - Kendie Bauer 4; JMU
— Jessica Hussev 1, Amanda
Mulchings 0.

RaMfcOaatfartMl
d^Gte»K)Hnr(§8Kmai

Records: IbwtOII (0-2-0, 5-31), JMU (1-1-0,6-4-0).
— from staff reports-
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bounced a shot off the crossbar.
Ihe Dukes continue their
season Friday when they host
Georgia State University at
the Soccer Complex.
I he match will be the first
time JMU and Georgia State
have met as conference opponents as (,Sl only |omed the
CAA this past offseason.
After Georgia State, the
I "ukes have only CAA opponents forthcoming before the
conference tournment begins
Nov. 1 at the home field of the
highest seed.
Game time for Georgia
State is 7 p.m.
Towson
JMU

I was |us| in the right place
.it the right time," Supponsaid.
"The |defensive| ends did a
great |ob, and Jordan threw a
i-.roaf Mode
'That's what happens when
everybody plays defense
After Suppon's interception there was no looking back.
1 lofstra was able to finish a 58yard dnve that ended in a field
goal, but that would be it for
Hotstra's scoring.
In the fourth quarter alone,
RajCaU completed a 64-yard

BY JOHN (AMI
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PREVIEW

Duke Hall experiencing 'Blur'-red vision until Oct. 8
■Y MONICA BOOKER

coNTwnnmc wtntK
Having to wear contacts or reading
glasses might not seem like such a burden after seeing Melanie Marnich's play,
"Blur." In it a young woman named Dot
discovers that she will soon go blind.
"Blur" first premiered at the Off-Broadway Manhattan Theatre Club in 2001
and will now be shown on the |MU main
stage in Duke Hall, Tuesday, Oct. 4 to

Saturday, Oct. 8 at 8 p.m.
When Dot, played by senior Lyndsey Cole, makes a visit to the ear doctor,
she is diagnosed with Lieberman's Optic Atrophy, a rare neurological disease
that gradually causes full loss of central
vision. She inherits this genetic disr.iM
from her mother (played by senior Lori
Smilowitz), an overbearing woman who
wants the best for her daughter but ends
up emotionally stifling her maturity instead. Through a school bully turned

best-friend, Frankte (sophomore facquie
Pavis), and a crush at school, |t>e, (sophomore Ashcr Nicolson ' I >ot realises that
despite her developing blindness, she
can still take control of her own life.
Though LOA tends to affect men
more so than women, Marnich chose to
have her pmtagonist be female, which
must carry some significance since only
females carry the gene. Thus, the play
explores the intense guilt associated witn
the complications of the disease, which

is passed through the ni.itn.ir.li.il line.
Director Roger Hall tends to choose
his productions by what will have the
greatest impact on the JMU student audience.
"I thought there was a lot in the plav
that JMU students would be able to identify with," he said. "Although the btafc
premise is very serious, the play is actually very funny and very touching."
"Blur" also explores some issues ot
uncertainty questioning the Christian

use
your
words

M Things Literal?

Exhale deep breath:
Calvino weaves
complicated plot

|.\A\ I ii S< iN «nu>rptuHoyafhr:

Workshop in The Loft combines poetry, music
On Friday, Sept. 30 at 7 p.m.,
seven JMU students combined
their musical and poetic talents
into a single, riveting performance. The event served as the
culmination of a two-day workshop with T.J. Anderson III. The
workshop, "Notes to Make the
Sound Come Right," was named
after Anderson's most recent
book. Son of T.J. Anderson Jr., a
renowned composer, Anderson
wears many hats as a musician,
poet, translator, scholar and associate professor at Hollins University.
The evening began with a
"clearing of the space" for poetry. The gentle click of drumsticks expanded into a chorus of
percussion instruments, which
transformed the somewhat sterile Warren Hall loft into a sacred

in search of the rest of that
storv However, once he is
handed the book that is supIt vuii simplv like to read posed to carry the remaining
good books, Italo Calvmo's en- tale, he becomes engrossed
ergy-packed novel, "If on a Win- just long enough to reali/e
ter's Night a Traveler," should that he had been reading a difbe next on vour reading list.
ferent story, which somehow
Right away, Calvino en- or other is without its remaintraps his audience by break- ing chapters. So starts the
ing through the author-reader seemingly never-ending hunt
wall using a meta-fiction style for one tantalizing book after
in his opening sentence.
the next.
"Vou are about to begin
The various situations that
reading Italo Calvino'-- new come up as the reader takes
novel. If on a Winter's Night on his journey, with the help
a.Traveler.'" he writes. "Re- of a curiously seductive felax Concentrate. Dispel ev- male reader given the same
en other thought." Thus, the defective copy, give the book
"fewer" has now become the a certain spice that no other
character in the novel.
ordinary book could offer.
After getting acquainted One minute you are reading
with the novel in the first about a man escaping from
chapter, the second chapter jail, while the next minute,
slowly eases us into the nor- you are reading about the love
mal and admittedly sale type affairs going on in a Slovakian
of book most readers are ac- kitchen.
customed to.
The circumstances are wild
The chapter starts out titled and the book itself is truly all
If on | Winter's Night a Trav- over the place, but in the end
eler." 'Exhale Deep Breath." you realize every piece literYou begin to think perhaps ally fits together.
this book won't be so weird
What really made this
after all — and at first it ap- book so much fun to read was
pears to be true I he chapter the fact that, right from the
is about a man who is travel- start, you feel like you're actuing and (he people ho meets at ally a part of the book. Instead
i certain stop along the way, of losing yourself in a book
However, iiist when the story by living through the lives of
starts to get good, the chapter other characters, you are the
is cut short. The book that he character yourself.
(or, as Calvino likes to refer
This unique and genius
to him, the "reader") has just work of meta-fiction will make
begun to read is defects l and you appreciate reading and
what remains are only blank writing in an entirely different
pages
way. Who knows — perhaps
Now the reader, who was this book will change your endefinitely starting to enjov tire view of what really makes
that particular plot, is thrown a book worthwhile. It did for
onto Calvino's winding trail me.
BY ASHLEY SCHAEFER

CONTKIBim\G IVR/rfft

Senior Katherine Theobald* read her poem. "Aephyxlatton," to a background music of Muei guitar and harmonica on Friday. She
described the workshop as a "rush" and a feeling of "exhilaration."

■Y KATC BRADY
CONTRIBUTING IVKJTEK

faith, when the family priest, played by
lunior Kric Schulman, considers abandoning the clergy. Moreover, the theme
of blindness can be translated not only
literally, but with undertones of theological oonttneency n wdL
Tickets for "Blur" are on sale in the
box office located to the immediate right
through the main entrance of Harrison
Hall. Pnces are $8 for general admission
and $6 for children under 12 and JAC
Card holders.

place, dedicated to the spirit of
poetry.
Students partaking in the
workshop had the opportunity
to "let the power of word connect with music to amplify the
words," said Joanne Gabbin, executive director of the JMU Furious (-lower Poetry Center — the
sponsor of the event.
The workshop concentrated
on "ways to perform poetry,
ways to take poems from the
page to the stage," Anderson
said. As the night went on, the
poetry and music complemented
each other so well that the two
seemed inseparable.
Junior Samier Mansur attended the performance and described it as a beautiful opportunity for the "fusion of poetry and
music." Performances ranged in
emotion from solemn to hilarious to angry, and the students
used many techniques to em-

phasize their tones.
As senior Kathenne Theobalds read her poem "Asphyxiation," varying the rhythm of her
voice from calm to strong to fitting perfectly with a background
of southern blues guitar and h.irmonica, snapping fingers kept
the beat. Theobalds described
the workshop as a "rush" and a
feeling of "exhilaration."
Then, as a hush fell over
the audience, sophomore Jared
Singer roared from the back ot
the room. "Whatever happened
to the lessons that Queen taught
us?" he said. As he continued his
poem, the other performer, broke
into the stomp, stomp, clap, "We
Will Rock You"rhythm.
Though students took a nsk
to blend their voices and words
with music, the quality of the
writing shined though. Elizabeth
Haworth, assistant direct.tr of
the Furious Flower Poetry Cen-

ter, emphasized that the organization is not solely interested in
performance, but also the craft of
writing.
In her reading of "Chicago," freshman Snenan Hahn
demonstrated her talents as a
writer. Her seamless alliteration and internal rhyme rang
in the audience's ears, |ust ,,s
much as the acoustic guitar
backing her up.
Other poets and musicians
performing included senior
Meghan Frazier with her poems,
"Utopian Lovers" and "Litany of
the Wayward Boobs," and senior
Jacob Wilson as music director
and guitarist.
To end the evening, Anderson read his poem, "Saxophone
Player," and encouraged all students in attendance to "continue
to support poetry" and to "keep
and respect the vision of the artist '

N.Y.Day Siyie
Spa and Salon
Free Haircut

With Color or Highlight

8
Bagels

Quick. Easy.
Affordable. Good.

& Deli

What's not to like?

Check out one of our three area locations:
expires 10/30/05

Bagels
&im

50< OFF
BREAKFAST
SPECIAL

Sausage, egg, cheese & homefries

expires 10/30/05

Bagels
& Dell

$10FF
CHEESE
STEAK

Market Street Location
1635-37 East Market Street
Phone: Bi0-564-O416
Harmony Square Location
1741 -E Virginia Square
Phone: 540-442-1997
Rocking ham Square Location
1731 South High Street
Phone: 540-432-1388

Need six authoritative, relevant sources? Before sunrise?
Google Scholar.
I write 20 double spaced pages lor you. but we can get you started. Google Scholar helps you find and search academic papers,
abstracts and other authoritative sources all with the speed and accuracy of Google search, www google com/unmersity/scholar

Food I ion Shopping Center
Pori Republit K>l
llarrisonburg, Va
(540)574-0808

Google
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GOLF: Bishop and WHAT'S m PLAN, STAN?
Meza lead JMU golf

Here's what's happenin' in the 'Burg this week ... Check out the map!

liOLF, frontpage 8
"1 knew she was a good
player, so I was psyched," Bishop said.
Their coach. Paul Gooden,
has only good things to say
about their golf game.
'These girls wen- not highly
recruited, but made their own
name with their hard work,"
Gooden said. 'They are tough
as nails."
As freshmen on the golf
team with similar schedules, becoming roommates made sense.
"It's great that we're roommates and can forget about
what happens [on the course),"
Bishop said. "Both of us want
to be the best. It's nice having
someone who has to go through
everything that you do."
Meza said, "We both had the
same routine every single day:
workouts in the morning, class,
practice, dinner and bed."

Bishop said, "[Diana and l|
would even IM each other at 5
a.m. to make sure we were both
up for workouts."
On the golf course. Bishop
and Meza were shooting well
and traveling together, having
qualified for every tournament.
"We just kind of push each
other because we don't like losing," Meza said. "We need to be
competitive all the ame and are
constantly trying to beat each
other."
Meza beat out Bishop (or the
C AA Rookie of the Year honors,
but Bishop won the CAA championship title last season.
But they had help.
Teammate Jayme Baugher,
who has since graduated, also
played a pivotal role in Bishop
and Meza's success, taking
them under her wing.
"[Baugher] told us how
coach was, what we should do.

what we should not say (and)
what we should wear," Bishop
said. "She was like our mom,"
Bishop and Meza loved their
situation coming in and with
people like Baugher, they were
able to love their home at JMU.
"I play for JMU with all
my heart because I love the
game |of golf]," Bishop said. "I
wouldn't want to play for anyone else. I love everything about
this school. If I didn't play golf,
I would still come here."
Meza and Bishop have two
more years left to enjoy at JMU,
playing the game they love
while spending plenty of time
together.
"We are together with the
golf team like twenty-four seven," Bishop said.
Meza said, "I'm glad we
like each other, otherwise it
would be like hell if we hated
each other."

MONDAY, OCTOBER 3
Sawhill Gallery Exhibition: 365: AIGA Annual Design Competition: The
American Institute of Graphic Arts showcases the best in American design.
Located in Duke Hall. Exhibit open through Oct. 14.
Songwriter's Circle at the Artful Dodger 47 West Court Square (A oh map)
Valkyrie performing at Cups To Go at 7:30 p.m.: 1350 Peach Grove (B)
.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4

WIN: JMU finds itself
in a N.Y. state of mind
WIN.from pages
touchdown pass to junior
wide receiver Ardon Brans29-yard louchlo senior wide

Suppon
a 2-yard run four seconds into
the fourth quarter after Jordan's
tuurth-quarter interception.
Overall, the Dukes played
the most complete game thev
have this season. They were
able to run the ball, pass and

Gold Crown Billiards 9-Ball Tournament starting at 7 p.m.: 92 Chestnut Ridge
Dr. (C)
Free pool at The Pub: 1950 Dryerle Ave. (E)

School of Theatre and Dance presents "Blur" at Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre in
Duke Hall at 8 p.m. $8 general admission, $6 with JAC card. For ticket information, call the JMU Masterpiece Season Box Office at x87000. Show dates are
Oct. 4-8.
JMU Jazz Ensemble and Jazz Band: Concert spotlighting New Orleans, the
birthplace of jazz. Show starts at 8 p.m. in Wilson Hall. Tickets are $6 or $8.
For reservations, call the Masterpiece Season Box Office at x87000.
Flashback Tuesdays at the Artful Dodger retro music from the '70s and '80s
Josh Mayo performing at Dave's Downtown Taverna: 121 S. Main St. (D)
Karaoke at The Pub

had consistent defense in the
red /one.
"The defense definitely
did their job staying in there,"
Rascati said.
JMU had four interceptions, the most in one game
since 2001, and sacked Hofstra quarterbacks on three
occasions. Sophomore line
backer Justin Barnes led
the defense with nine total
tackles.
"It was a great start, but
it was just a building block,"
Baker said. "We still don't
know how good we are."
While the Dukes may not
have reached the top of their
game yet, one thing is for certain, according to Matthews.
"We're better."

Receiving: JMU — Ardon
Bransford 2-72, Alvin Banks
2-12, L.C. Baker 1-37, Tahir
Hinds 1-29; HOF — Terry
Crenshaw 7-33, Devale Ellis 6117, Marques Colston 6-89, C.
Sullivan 4-24.

New Orleans Jazz: a musical tribute to New Orleans by Crescent City and
the JMU Jazz Ensemble starting at 7 p.m. in Court Square Theater. Tickets: $3
to $5: 61 Graham St. (G)
David Pope Quartet performing at Dave's Downtown Taverna
Gold Crown Billiards Open Mic Night starting at 9 p.m. Ladies play pool for
free. Men with college ID pay $2.
Open Mic Night at Luigi's starting at 9 p.m.
Bucket 'n Music at The Pub: Bucket specials and great music.

JMU
7014 21—42
Hofstra 0 7 3 0 — 10

Records. JMU (1-0, 3-1),
Hofstra (0-1, 2-2).

Free yoga at Cups To Go starting at 7 p.m. Taught by certified instructor.

?A

Passing: JMU — Justin Rascati
8-10-0 3 174, Rodney Landers
1 -1 -0 0 8; HOF — Anton Clarkson 24-40-3 1 274. Dennis Davis 1-4-1 (-2).
Rushing: JMU — Maurice
Fenner
14-125. Raymond
Hincs 9-82, Alvin Banks 16-77,
Rodney Landers 5-27; HOF —
Terry Crenshaw 10-45, Kareem
Huggins 3-6, Anton Clarkson
8-(-23).

Texas Hold Em Tuesdays at Luigi's Downtown Pizza Co.: Poker from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m.: 95 S. Main St. (F)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5

IN 4 weeks...
it will all BE OVER.
Get Your Yearbook Picture Taken TODAY for the 2006 Bluestone
and be automatically entered into a raffle for a gift certificate to
a local restaurant. There will be one winner EVERYDAY, so don't
miss out!
>OOOOOOOOOOPC

Students...
come by during one of the following times:
October 3-7,10-14,17-20
Mondays: 1-5, Tues.-Fri. 9-5
Taylor Hall 405
** on Oct. 6, 7, and 20th pictures will
be in Transitions instead of Taylor

Orgs...
Call x86541 during one of the following times
to schedule an appointment:
September 26:1:30pm - 3:00pm
September 27:11:00pm - 7:00pm
September 28:11:00am - 3:30pm
September 29:11:00am - 6:00pm
The Bluestone

Questions?
Contact The Bluestone at x86541 or email jmu_bluestone@yahoo.com

CLASSIFIED
SK>P
BRING
A
PATHETICLOSER
www.JerkMoney.com

ToFRent
FOR RirNT TOWNHOUSE lo >hare
with male grad student and two cats.
15 rnin walk to JMU Spacious BR.
2 BA. OR. W/ D. patio, deshwashct.
olT-itnwt $1501 month • $175 deposit
Available immediatel)
L-mail August
IJ *tmlh4ab<ajmu edu (5401 568-3474

For Sale
KOI I I\(, MOM s i txs. lu't*, Scott
Stadium Sec. 105. row WW-$|000.00.
Call after 6 00 p.m <434) 296-0515
2 TICKETS FOR ROLLING STONES
Cooccn, October 6. Charlottes illc.
$200 total
fall
540-476-4551.
WANT
TO
LOOK
&
FEEL
HiALIHIIR'
Ir>
"lhc Greatest
Vitamin
in
the
World"
with
scicntilically proven orpine ingredients!
www.AmtricMnVitMminSton- . ••m

GRAPHICS GRADUATE STUDENT
In-housc part time position (20-25 hrsl.
available to design A produce cameraready art for projects and conferences.
Also coordinate production for primed
marketing materials. Fax resume to
(540»564-I609 or e-mail xolbrlimitcd.com
GRAPHIC/COMIC ARTIST wanted
to design characters, draw comics, and
assist with other graphical needs for
small amusement company Pirate and
uccan-thcmcd mainly. (540) 607-6670

RllXWi LESSONS boarding, showing
Mill Creek Farm 2J4-S781 or 42l-59«4

Personals
UP III DAWN'S I flier Writing Parts
I ucsday Oct 4 6-11 p.m. Transitions

THveT
ft<ih..mas party cruise from
$299.

Acapulco from $629.
amaica, Nassau. Panama City,
Daytona from $179.
Recognized

Help Wanted
BARTENDING'
No experience
provided (800>

J2<0'day
necessary
965-6520

potential
(raining
l.xt 212

GET PAID TO THINK' Make $75 taking
online surve>%
%vw».ai*hn.siH-rul<i>m
BABYSirn-R needed in our home
part time for 3-ycar-old and infant.
Typical schedule Mon - Wed. 7:30
am • 5:30 p.m. Also looking for eve/
wknd sitter. Call Inn (540) 41X-1 ISO
INFANI
CHII.IX'ARI
NEEDED
starting January 2006 in llarrisonhurg
home. 28-36 hours per week during the
das (540)2^1-1710

JMU
FOOTBALL
TICKETS
Desperately need 6 JMU Homecoming
tickets for the Richmond w JMU game
on 10/29' Please call .804) 363-3640

Services
I \Min W.IKIM) AttOMODAllONS
Bed and breakfast, double room with
hath in private home close to campus.
Two nights $100 (540) 434-7152.

3

times

for

CANCUN. ACAPL'LCO. JAMAICA
from $49**!
Travel with America's
largest
&
ethics
award-winning
spring break company! Fly scheduled
airlines.
free
meals.
beverages.
Piggest celebrity parties! On-campus
marketing reps needed! Promo Code: 31
www.
SpnngBfeakTravd.com.
Call
1-800-678-6386 or (9|Q) 968-8887
It - * early and save
Unrest I'n.c H.-ncu DciunaiKMU
Book IS - 1 Free Trim at Cash
I ret- MciU Kirlir-. rn \\H
Hifhrit r.nuniuioii
Brvl Travel Perk<

DDDD

rnoai 4ia-77io

Wanted
HEAVY I QtMPMFNl OPERATOR
I raining for employment Bulldo/crs,
hackhoes,
loaders,
dump
trucks.
graders, scrapers, excavators Train in
Virginia National certification, financial
assistance, job placement assistance 800313-7364. Associated Training Services.
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Sprlwg Bfrafcen

Spring Break

Cancun from $559.
MOVING HELP Help move some
furniture on 10/08 starting at 10
a.m
Looking for 2-3 guys that can
do some lifting - should take about
1-2 hours
S50 per person
F-mail
if interested
mbsMmsl/ayMhooxom

THE BREEZE

BAHAMAS
SPRING
BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE! 5 days from
$299' Includes meals, taxes, entry to
exclusive MTV events, beach parties
with celebrities As seen on Real World.
Road Rules! On campus reps needed!
www SprmgBreak Travel. com
Promo Code: 31
1-800-678-6386

elhics!

Campus reps needed!

SphngBreakTra vet. com
(800) 678-6386

SPRING BREAK REPS NEEDED
to promote campus trips!! Organize a
small group - cam cash and free
travel"
Call
1-800 3"6 12<2

•• 01 SPRING BREAK WEB SITE!
Low prices guaranteed
Free meals
& parties. Book 11
people, get
12th trip free* Group discounts for 6*
>»«■>* SpnngBrcMkDncounts am
or
wwwLeaareToum com or KOO-838-8202.
SPRING BREAK 2006 with Student
Iravcl Services to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas and I lorida. Arc you connected.'
Sell trips, cam cash & travel free! Call
for group discounts, lnfo/rewr\jt,imN
80X1-64 R-4 84 •*
www slslravel com

omOu.j'.r

moDOD
orjjQQ nDm

What JMU Reads
Massanutten\A^terr^rk
Y ear-Round Fun at this Indoor/Outdoor Park

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLIC ATIQNS
Lifeguards
Water Attendants
Guest Services Agents
Arcade Attendants
Food & Beverage

APPLY TODAY!
Call (540) 289-4939
www mmiart%0rU»tt.c*m

IMHH.W U*.fH.PtAYr(H
Featuring: Interactive Play, Wave Pool Tube Slides. Flow Rider. Body Slides. Kids Pool and much more.

APPLY NOW!
Include tins newspaper ad \\ rth your
application tli<- $30 application fee
will be waived!
\ isit the ()ffice of lull Programs
lo begin the application process.
1077 S. Wain Si - T»4<K :><>«-(HI!)
'

\-.k .tin. iii Vustral ..Min scholarship* tor .1MI

-.1 n«l«-i 11 -

www.australearn.org

i

JMU Thanksgiving
Hurricane Katrina
Relief Tri
Community Service-Learning is organizing a
James Madison University Hurricane Katrina
relief trip to the gulf region the week of Thanksgiving. This will be a physically challenging trip, but
will provide JMU participants the opportunity to
make a real and tangible difference to the people
and community affected by Hurricane Katrina.

When: November 20-26
Cost: $325 per person which
includes bus transportation,
on-site meals and lodging at a
local church.
Participate: Registration for the
sign-up lottery will take place
Oct. 3-7 at www.jmu.edu/csl
Registration is open to all JMU
students, faculty and staff.
There will be an information meeting about the trip on
October 4 at 5:00 p.m. in Wilson 208. For more details
visit www.jmu.edu/csl

Get movie showtimes on your phone. (Ride, date
and popcorn found separately.) Google SMS.
i you need directions or movie showtimes. local business into or fast facts. Google SMS uses text messaging
to put Google in your cell-phone-wielOiry i inrj www.google com/uniwrsity/sms

Google
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TOWNHOMES

dbrin
lytoa
complimentary
branch at Pheasant Run!
321 Pheasant Run Circle
For more information call
540.801.0660

(£f ^favan^toourloraiananGnLsdkO^
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